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The Design Cycle now consists of 4 stages. Each stage has
been broken down into tasks that you need to complete. These
are all the main sections you will require in your new Design
portfolio. We will discuss each task in-depth as we approach
them.

Task speciÞc clariÞcation:

You are a freelance designer, and you have been asked to develop a marketing pack for a company. What this pack includes
is up to you as designer to decide. The company will set you a
proposal asking for speciÞc things, and you will go above and
beyond by suggesting and delivering additional materials to
them. This could include a logo, a poster, a letterhead, a banner, a web!
pop-up, animation, envelope, business cards,
coffee mugs, hats, it is up to you to be creative.

Computer design unit 1 Task

Global Context: Personal & Cultural Expression

Related Concepts: Resources

Key Concept: Systems

3.!

All text must be legible and readable and in English.
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!
6.! Your products must be set up in the right format for their intended
purpose (Print vs Web etc.

!
5.! It must be original in that you cannot steal another logo design.
You can (and will have to) draw inßuences from other designs and trends,
but your products must be 100% original.

!
4.! Everything included in your logo must be of original creation. You
have to draw everything and not rely on images and resources found online.

!

scheme and style etc.

!
2.! The theme and designs you provide must match the customer’s
proposal request in terms of

!
1.! You will be using Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator to create your
logo and you can use anything you choose to create supporting materials.

Guidelines:
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IÕll solve this problem by making a good logo that satisÞed the condition
of the person who request me.IÕm making the ÔHappy turtleÕ logo for two
clients. Firstly, who want this logo(The person who request the logo).
And secondly, IÕm making this logo for little children. Because the person
who want logo is my client, and the children and childrenÕs parents are
his/her (person who want my logo)client. So IÕm making this logo for both
of clients. And this will impact on the clients life because if my logo make
his/her clients feel good, he/she will get better result and make his/her
life better.

The solution was requested because the person who want to let us
make a logo for him/her. The person who request us want two kind of
things Þrst, he/she wantÕs us to make a logo and advertise his/her brand
called Ôhappy turtleÕ,because now his/her brand is new brand and itÕs not
popular to people so he want to make a simple, cute logo to advertise
his/her brand, make it popular. Secondly, he/she want to make a good
logo to attract little kids because his/her brand is for selling little toys to
children.

There was many requests for us to make a logo for them. But I decided
to make a logo for happy turtle for selling toys.

Task 1 Design need

Criterion A :
Inquiring and analyzing

Section 1

- http://marketingdeviant.com/the-importance-of-logo/

-(!) http://www.nickjr.com/

Potential sources:

-Does style of the logo important?

-(!)How to design logos for children?

Research questions:

Topic 1: style

Task 2 Research plan
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-(!)Is it important to select a target audience?

Topic4:Target audience

-https://answers.yahoo.com/question/index;_ylt=AwrBT73CnBVU_BAAn0xXNyoA;_yl
u=X3oDMTEzMmdmMTEzBHNlYwNzcgRwb3MDMQRjb2xvA2JmMQR2dGlkA1NNR
TQ4NV8x?qid=20110807043621AACOPSJ

-http://homeworktips.about.com/od/researchandreference/a/internet.htm

Potential sources:

-Is internet a good sources?

-(!) How do we Þnd a good sources?

Topic3: Sources

- http://www.logodesignguru.com/A/Kids_Logos.asp

-(!) http://www.logodesignguru.com/A/Kids_Logos.asp

Potential sources:

-http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Target_audience

-What kind of logo design can interest children?

-http://www.ehow.com/how-does_5476948_do-bright-colors-appeal-kids.html
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TB0a3VnZmkwBHNlYwNzYwRjb2xvA2JmMQR2dGlkA1NNRTQ4NV8x?_adv_prop=image&fr=yfp-t-9
01&va=What+color+is+good+for+children%3F

-https://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images;_ylt=AwrBT7WQoxVUWxIAGbtXNyoA;_ylu=X3oDM

Potential sources:

-Does bright color make children interest to my logo?

-(!)What color is good for children?

Topic6:Color

-http://r.search.yahoo.com/_ylt=A0LEV03IohVU47MA8i1XNyoA;_ylu=X3oDMTEzMmdmMTEzBHNlY
wNzcgRwb3MDMQRjb2xvA2JmMQR2dGlkA1NNRTQ4NV8x/RV=2/RE=1410732872/RO=10/RU=http
%3a%2f%2fwww.garysimon.net%2ßogotutorial%2f/RK=0/RS=1.JdWw_tN2YWyG7iXbm4Q7f5UrE-

3VnZmkwBHNlYwNzYwRjb2xvA2JmMQR2dGlkA1NNRTQ4NV8x?p=Skills+that+we+need+for+makin
g+a+Logo

-https://video.search.yahoo.com/search/video;_ylt=AwrBT0fJoRVUyeAAfIVXNyoA;_ylu=X3oDMTB0a

Potential sources:

-How to make a good logo with Photoshop?

-(!)Which skill is the most important skill for making a logo design?

Topic5:skills

-https://answers.yahoo.com/question/index;_ylt=AwrBT8_onhVUoZEANNFXNyoA?qi
d=20080206183935AAI8s5z

potential sources:

-Why do we need to satisfy target audience’s condition?

-(!)What kind of logo design is better for children?

Research questions:

Topic2: Logo design
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Logo emoved for copyright reasons

Logos

Task3 Existing Solutions

Section 2

8

out of 10

27/40

Out of 40

7

Simple?
6

Design

6

Graphic

8

out of 10

4

Simple?

6

Design

7

Graphic

5

Comment: I gave this grade for toysrus logo because Firstly, I
like the color of it. itÕs colorful and itÕs good to attract children
and itÕs the primary color, so it gives people a itÕs pure.I donÕt
think itÕs simple, the place, and the degree of the spellings are

25/40

Out of 40

Color

Columns/
Grade

Toysrus:

Comment: I like this Volkswagen logo because, I like the background color of this logo and in the actual logo there is simpliÞed character of Volkswagen V,and W and simple colors. I think
I could learn that in logo it needs to be simple.

Color

Columns/
Grade

Volkswagen:

5
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6

out of 10

7

Simple?
6

Design
8

Graphic
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Comment:I gave McDonalds this score because Firstly I don’t
like the color of it. It doesn’t give me a good images because I
think they’ve added too many details if you look at it there is two
many different kind of yellows so I don’t feel good with it.About
it’s simple or not, I think it is quite simple because there is M
and there is the simple sentence I’m lovin’ it so i think it’s simple. And the graphic it really good. So I think I need to have the
graphic skills of this McDonalds logo.

27/40

Out of 40

Color

Columns/
Grade

McDonalds:

too complicated, and the character ‘R’ is facing opposite way.
And about the graphic I gave it 7 because I think it’s pretty
good, they used the primary color for it and white background
for the pure and clean image.So I think I could use some primary color for My logo.
6

out of 10

7

Simple?
6

Design

8

Graphic

8

out of 10

6

Simple?

7

Design

8

Graphic

Comment:For this Google logo, I like the color of this the reason is similar to Toysrus It express nice and clean image to
people.And I like this graphic because it’s simple and
professional.So I could take the color and graphic(font) of this
logo.

29/40

Out of 40

Color

Columns/
Grade

Google:

6

Comment: About this hp logo it’s simple, and I like this logo’s
graphic I think I could take the graphic style of this logo to mine.

27/40

Out of 40

Color

Columns/
Grade

hp:

6
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4

out of 10

5

5

Design
7

Graphic
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Comment:I gave the Dove logo this score because I don’t really
like this color, and I don’t think this is really simple and I don’t
like design either but I feel quite ok with the graphic of this logo.

21/40

Out of 40

Color

Columns/
Grade

Simple?

Comment:I think this is the best logo because I like the color of
this logo pure brown, it’s simple enough, And the graphic is
perfect.I could make the graphic as similar as this logo. It’s so
good.

Dove:

Color
8

Columns/
Grade
out of 10

10

Simple?
9

Design

10

Graphic

28/40

Out of 40

8

Color

5

Simple?

7

Design

8

Graphic

Comment: I gave DQ this score because I like the color it’s colorful,
and I like the design and the graphic of this. So I think I could use a
graphic of this DQ logo design.

out of 10

Columns/
Grade

DQ:

Comment: There is a new highest score logo! I thought the apple
was the best but when I grading this I noticed that this is the best. I
like the color even there is only black it makes really good image.
and it’s really simple, and I like the design because it is a rounded V
or Check it give me a slim, and rounded image and the graphic it
looks really smooth so I gave 10 for the graphic. So I think this is the
logo that I need to follow the most.

37/40

9

Graphic

35/40

8

Design

Out of 40

8

out of 10

Simple?

Nike:

Out of 40

Color

Columns/
Grade

Apple:

7

7
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8

out of 10

5

Simple?
8

Design
7

Graphic
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New Balance logo removed for copyright reasons

Comment:I gave the logo of New balance this score because I satisfy
with the color that they choose for making logo, and I don’t think it’s simple enough, about the design I think they’ve did well because they made
it by simpliÞed character N, and B and about the graphic, it was just so
so.. So I think I could use the Idea of the design.

28/40

Out of 40

Color

Columns/
Grade

New balance:

Logo of Nike removed due to trademark

Apple:

Logo of Nike removed due to trademark

Nike

Two best logos that I choose

8

8
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For this task, your design brief should:
!
•!
Provide answers your research questions
!
•!
Identify the problem in detail and any factors that affect
your solution
!
•!
Justify your solution to the problem, by explaining your
Þnal product in detail
!
•!
List any design decisions you have already made based
on your research
!
•!
Be fully referenced in text and with a bibliography in
correct MLA style
!
•!
Present your research in a way that reads well, NOT
Question-->Answer
!
•!
Summarize all your research, including existing
products
!
•!
Analyze all data you have collected and how it has
informed your proposed solution
!
•!
Be able to be used to create more detailed Design
SpeciÞcations in the next stage.

Writing a Design Brief
By now, you have collected a great deal of data requires some
analysis and summary in order to be useful and inform your
solution. You have to convert all the research you have done so far
into a Design Brief. This should be a series of detailed paragraphs,
in the form of a summary of all your relevant research, presenting
only the useful information.
Your brief should outline what you intend to create to solve the
problem, answer your research questions, and provide information
relating to how your product will solve the problem. Your brief
should also identify some areas that can already be determined.
For example, you may have decided on which font or color scheme
you will use in your logo designs.

Task4 Design brief

Section 3

9

My design decisions that I have made already is that IÕll use
green,Yellow, color for my logo design, IÕll make turtle by logo
character, and IÕll draw only face of turtle with smiling face. IÕll
use smoother font for my simpliÞed characters ÔHÕ and ÔTÕ below
the turtle face.

Logo Design Guru." Kids Logos. N.p., n.d. Web. 8 Oct. 2014.
<http://www.logodesignguru.com/A/Kids_L

If I use cute, energetic colors and style like I wrote in the Þrst
paragraph, It will interest more children, and make more beneÞts to the person who ask me for the logo. So about my Þnal
product will include cute face of the turtle (because the name of
the brand is ÔHappy turtleÕ), and IÕll use cute and energetic colors(yellow,blue,green) for background,because according to the
article that IÕve read before, color of the background matter the
image more then 65% (rest of it is design of the logo). "Kids Logos -

If I want to make a logo design for kids,or logo for people who
want to sell the product that related to children Þrstly, I need to
make it fun, cute, energetic, and most importantly, I need to
make it interestingly style to them. And color matter the style(image) of the logo too. so we need to choose pure, cute, and
energetic color like sky blue, yellow, or green colors for my
logo. In conclusion, I will make a logo style that can interest
children.And simple as Nike and apple logo.(Similar style).

Design brief:

9
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ages. N.p., n.d. Web. 8 Oct. 2014.
<https://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images;_ylt=AwrBT7WQoxVUWxIAGbtXNyoA;_ylu=X3oD
MTB0a3VnZmkwBHNlYwNzYwRjb2xvA2JmMQR2dGlkA1NNRTQ4NV8x?_adv_prop=image&fr=yfp-t901&va=What+color+is+good+for+children

According to the result of my design research. I’ll use cute color
green,Sky blue and I’ll use energetic color like Yellow.The character of the logo should be turtle because brand name is Happy
turtle and make people to memory easier. below the turtle face
IÕll write a simpliÞed character ÔHÕ and ÔTÕ with a smooth font because if it’s too thick or looks like hard It won’t interest people
and it’s not suit to our concept.And the color of the font I want to
use green and Yellow. So for the background half of it I’ll use
Yellow and another half of it I’ll use Green so font and background won’t be the same color. "Yahoo Search - Images." Yahoo Search - Im-

N.p., n.d. Web. 8 Oct. 2014. <http://www.logodesignguru.com/A/Kids_L

For my design, I get my design idea when I was researching
(bibliography) and I want to show you that I didn’t copy it all
(show the differences) In the bibliography, it wrote I need to use
fun colors but I changed fun color to cute colors because cute
color is better for kids.For the design of the logo characters, in
the bibliography it suggest me to draw all the body of the turtle,
but I just want to make head part of the turtle because It’s more
simple, And it’s more easy to express the emotion of the logo.(
Like turtle is smiling or winking). "Kids Logos - Logo Design Guru." Kids Logos.

"Nick Jr. | Preschool Kids Games, Preschool Activities & Lesson Plans." Nick Jr. | Preschool Kids
Games, Preschool Activities & Lesson Plans. N.p., n.d. Web. 8 Oct. 2014. <http://www.nickjr.com/>.

tance of Logo." The Importance of Logo. N.p., n.d. Web. 8 Oct. 2014.
<http://marketingdeviant.com/the-importance-of-logo/>.
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For the character of my logo design, I chose turtle because the
name of brand that I making for is ÔHappy turtleÕ.so if I make the
logo with turtle It’ll let people memory this brand better. -The Impor-

N.p., n.d. Web. 8 Oct. 2014.
<https://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images;_ylt=AwrBT7WQoxVUWxIAGbtXNyoA;_ylu=X3oD
MTB0a3VnZmkwBHNlYwNzYwRjb2xvA2JmMQR2dGlkA1NNRTQ4NV8x?_adv_prop=image&fr=yfp-t901&va=What+color+is+good+for+children

Now letÕs analyze all data that I have collected. First of all,
about the color I said with font and background color I’ll use
green and yellow. That’s because it express cute and energetic
image and it suit to my concept."Yahoo Search - Images." Yahoo Search - Images.

n.d. Web. 8 Oct. 2014. <http://marketingdeviant.com/the-importance-of-logo/>.

Secondly, about the character of the logo. I’ll make only a turtle
face at the middle because if we make only one big face(object)
people can concentrate on the emotion of my logo.And I’ll use
smoother font for simpliÞed character H and T because it gives
rounded, and save image. The Importance of Logo." The Importance of Logo. N.p.,

Search - Images." Yahoo Search - Images. N.p., n.d. Web. 8 Oct. 2014.
<https://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images;_ylt=AwrBT7WQoxVUWxIAGbtXNyoA;_ylu=X3oD
MTB0a3VnZmkwBHNlYwNzYwRjb2xvA2JmMQR2dGlkA1NNRTQ4NV8x?_adv_prop=image&fr=yfp-t901&va=What+color+is+good+for+children%

Firstly, in my design, I’ll use Green, and yellow color for my
background, and simpliÞed character H and T because ItÕs a
good color to interest children. and it express cute and energetic image. so it will be good to use green and yellow. "Yahoo
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through n making purchase decision." Yahoo! Answers. Yahoo!, n.d. Web. 8 Oct.
2014.
<https://answers.yahoo.com/question/index;_ylt=AwrBT8_onhVUoZEANNFXNyoA

- "Y is it important 4 marketers to recognize the stages that a consumer goes

- "Why is the internet a good source?."Yahoo! Answers. Yahoo!, n.d. Web. 8 Oct.
2014.
<https://answers.yahoo.com/question/index;_ylt=AwrBT73CnBVU_BAAn0xXNyoA;
_ylu=X3oDMTEzMmdmMTEzBHNlYwNzcgRwb3MDMQRjb2xvA2JmMQR2dGlkA1
NNRTQ4NV8x?qid=20110807043621AACOPSJ>.

- "When Can You Trust an Internet Source?." About. N.p., n.d. Web. 8 Oct. 2014.
<http://homeworktips.about.com/od/researc

- "Kids Logos - Logo Design Guru." Kids Logos. N.p., n.d. Web. 8 Oct. 2014.
<http://www.logodesignguru.com/A/Kids_Lo

• "Kids Logos - Logo Design Guru." Kids Logos. N.p., n.d. Web. 8 Oct. 2014.
<http://www.logodesignguru.com/A/Kids_L

• -The Importance of Logo." The Importance of Logo. N.p., n.d. Web. 8 Oct. 2014.
<http://marketingdeviant.com/the-importance-of-logo/>.

• "Nick Jr. | Preschool Kids Games, Preschool Activities & Lesson Plans." Nick Jr. |
Preschool Kids Games, Preschool Activities & Lesson Plans. N.p., n.d. Web. 8 Oct.
2014. <http://www.nickjr.com/>.

• Bibliography-MLA

n.d. Web. 8 Oct. 2014. <http://www.tingalls.com/tips/2012/01/the-importance-of-font/>.

About the font. I choose to make the logo with smooth font because I
searched that smoother font give people smoother image. So I wanted to
use smooth font for my logo design. And it looks more safe then thick
and hard font."The Importance of Font | Tingalls Graphic Design." Tingalls Graphic Design. N.p.,

<http://www.logodesignguru.com/A/Kids_L

And I choose to make only turtle’s face in the logo because, I think it
could help people to concentrate in one thing so they can know about
emotion of it. "Kids Logos - Logo Design Guru." Kids Logos. N.p., n.d. Web. 8 Oct. 2014.
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-"The Importance of Font | Tingalls Graphic Design." Tingalls Graphic Design. N.p., n.d. Web. 8 Oct. 2014.
<http://www.tingalls.com/tips/2012/01/the-importance-of-font/>.

goes through n making purchase decision." Yahoo! Answers. Yahoo!,
n.d. Web. 8 Oct. 2014.
<https://answers.yahoo.com/question/index;_ylt=AwrBT8_onhVUoZEAN
NFXNyoA?qid=20080206183935AAI8s5z>.

-"Y is it important 4 marketers to recognize the stages that a consumer

Oct. 2014.
<https://images.search.yahoo.com/search/images;_ylt=AwrBT7WQoxVU
WxIAGbtXNyoA;_ylu=X3oDMTB0a3VnZmkwBHNlYwNzYwRjb2xvA2Jm
MQR2dGlkA1NNRTQ4NV8x?_adv_prop=image&fr=yfp-t-901&va=What
+color+is+good+for+children%

-"Yahoo Search - Images." Yahoo Search - Images. N.p., n.d. Web. 8

- -http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Target_audience
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-My design should interest 4~8years old children

-Function of this logo is to help the owner of this brand

-Function of this logo is to interest children and their
parents.

-the product should be size just good to see/just good to
put it in any of advertisement place.

-This product is perfectly safe because it’s just a logo it
doesn’t harm any people.

-The logo is for little, children and their parents. So I need
to use cute style with using a cute mouth line

-The logo need to contain a character of turtle to the logo
because brand name is ‘happy turtle’.

-The logo must use colors that I chose at criteria A to be
appealing to the target audience.

task1. Design speciÞcation

Criteria B Design

Section 4

All the resource can use for this logo
design. And I think it could take few
days or 2months to do this

Internet,Photoshop.

Materials

12

Interest children help to advertise new
brand

Manufacturing

Function

Middle size not too big

ItÕs perfectly safe because itÕs just a logo

Safety
Size

This logo will be use in the toyshop or
place where related to children

The customer of this logo is the owner
of this Happy turtle brand and children

No exact cost for yet

Cute style,Green&Yellow,Rounded
shape,easy pattern

Environment

Customer

Cost

Aesthetics

ACCESSFMM- Design speciÞcation

12
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I’ll make this size just good to see/just good
to put it in any of advertisement place.
Function of this logo is to interest children
and their parents.
Function of this logo is to help the owner of
this brand
My design should interest 4~8years old
children

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

This product is perfectly safe because it’s
just a logo it doesn’t harm any people.

I’ll make this size just good to see/just good
to put it in any of advertisement place.

Function of this logo is to interest children
and their parents.

Function of this logo is to help the owner of
this brand

I need to have lot of researches and logos
example for making this

Design teacher support material

This product is perfectly safe because it’s
just a logo it doesn’t harm any people.

Y

The logo is for little, children and their
parents. So I need to use cute style with
using a cute mouth line

The logo is for little, children and their
parents. So I need to use cute style with
using a cute mouth line

I’ll use turtle to the logo because brand
name is ‘happy turtle’.

Y

I’ll use turtle to the logo because brand
name is ‘happy turtle’.

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

My design must use colors that I chose
at criteria A to be appealing to the target
audience.

Y

Big eyes

SimpliÞed character H, T

Cute

Face only

Green

Brief:

Yes/No, Y/N

My design must use colors that I chose at
criteria A to be appealing to the target
audience.

Design2:

Design speciÞcation

Yes/No, Y/N

standing position

Brand name

Green

Little smile

Whole body of turtle

Brief:

Design speciÞcation

Design Sketch 1:

Task B2: Design Ideas

13
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N
Y
Y
Y
N (it’s too big I think)
Y
Y
Y

My design must use colors that I chose
at criteria A to be appealing to the target
audience.

I’ll use turtle to the logo because brand
name is ‘happy turtle’.

The logo is for little, children and their
parents. So I need to use cute style with
using a cute mouth line

This product is perfectly safe because it’s
just a logo it doesn’t harm any people.

I’ll make this size just good to see/just good
to put it in any of advertisement place.

Function of this logo is to interest children
and their parents.

Function of this logo is to help the owner of
this brand

My design should interest 4~8years old
children

Design teacher support material

I need to use internet, and photoshop for
this.

Yes/No, Y/N

I need to use internet, and photoshop for
this.

My design should interest 4~8years old
children

Function of this logo is to help the owner of
this brand

Function of this logo is to interest children
and their parents.

I’ll make this size just good to see/just good
to put it in any of advertisement place.

This product is perfectly safe because it’s
just a logo it doesn’t harm any people.

The logo is for little, children and their
parents. So I need to use cute style with
using a cute mouth line

I’ll use turtle to the logo because brand
name is ‘happy turtle’.

My design must use colors that I chose
at criteria A to be appealing to the target
audience.

Design speciÞcation

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Yes/No, Y/N

Yellow color

Brown color
Little smile

Big eyes

Added the back of the turtle

Smile

Brief:

Turtle is swimming

Design 4:

rounded

Big body

Design speciÞcation

Design 3:

Brief:

14
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Survey 3: Design2 is cuter because the eyes are big and pure and the
mouth increased this point again. And this green express the tur-tle well.
And yes, I think this could beneÞt your clients life because itÕs

Survey 2: I think Design2 is cuter, also can interest the children too. I
think green and yellow will Þt this design because both of colors express
the fresh, and energetic mood well. Yes it will make a beneÞt to clients
economy because I think this design can interest kids.And there is only
turtleÕs face which is smiling so it express happiness well.

Survey 1: I think Design 2 is cuter ,Yes because it’s cute, Yes because
green and yellow is the most color that Þt to the turtle picture.Yes because if it make children interesting, itÕll beneÞts clients life. And I think
Design2 is more Þt to the brand name then others because it express
bet-ter emotion because we have only a head in the middle, make
audience concentrate.

Answers of survey questions:

Which design do you think itÕs more Þt to the name ÔHappy
turtle’?

Do you think designs will make a beneÞts to clients
economy?

Do you think these color (green,yellow) will Þt this design?

What do you think the design can interest children?

Which design do you think it’s cuter?

Survey questions:
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Survey 6: I think Design3 is cuter because I like that big and little fat
rounded body and the head which express cute image. I like the yellow
color in turtle’s back because it’s different from other designs, And I think
this design, and design 2 can interest children because I think these two
designs are the cutest designs. About the color I think you need more
col-ors to you designs itÕs too simple I think. You could beneÞts you
clients if you just add more colors. And the turtleÕs smile make this design
to Þt the brand name ÔHappy turtleÕ.

Survey 5: I think Design1 cuter then other designs,because I think that
turtleÕs legs are cute, and the face that little smile itÕs so cute. And I think
it will interest kids well because itÕs really cute like that I thought. Yes
green is good enough but I think itÕs too simple, and thereÕs only two
colors with different tone only so I think you could change colors. And, I
think this design could beneÞts your clients if you Þx the problems that I
mentioned. And this design is Þt to the brand name.

Survey 4: Design2 is cuter then others because there are big eyes, and
cute mouth to make this design cuter.I think green and yellow are good
colors too, but I think you can add more color to get better result for
example you can add sky-blue color it express cute, energetic too I think.
Yes this design could beneÞt clientÕs life, and his economy.Yes this Þt
the brand name well.

cute enough to interest children. So I think Design 2 is more Þt to the
brand name.

15
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Design teacher support material

Design 2:

Criterion B: Developing Ideas
Task B3: Selected Design

Section 5
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In conclusion, I think that design 2 is the best design from those
four designs from those three reasons.

Third, I think that this is the best size that suits to make a logo
because there is only face and two simpliÞed character ÔHÕ, and
ÔTÕ so it wonÕt need big amount of space, or I can make the size
bigger.

Second, I think this is the only one design that satisfy my conditions and design speciÞcations. It has only one head at the middle, cute face let people focus the logo. Also, it used the idea
that I took from the ÔNew balanceÕ logo that I would mind to use
the simpliÞed character of the brand name. ÔHÕ,ÕTÕ.

First, I chose this design because of the peopleÕs comments gotten by survey questions. In the survey 4/6 people answered
that design 2 is cuter, interesting, and they think it can beneÞts
on my clientÕs life.And IÕll mind to change, or add some colors.

There is three reasons I chose this Design 2. First, I choose this
design because of the survey.second, It satisÞed the conditions
and speciÞcation that I made in the steps before.Thirdly, itÕs
cute enough and I think itÕs the size that suit to make a logo.

Reason:

16
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Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

My design must use colors that I chose
at criteria A to be appealing to the target
audience.

I’ll use turtle to the logo because brand
name is ‘happy turtle’.

This logo is for little, children and their
parents. So I need to use cute style

This product is perfectly safe because it’s
just a logo it doesn’t harm any people.

I’ll make this size just good to see/just good
to put it in any of advertisement place.

Function of this logo is to interest children
and their parents.

Function of this logo is to help the owner of
this brand

I need to have lot of researches and logos
example for making this

My design should interest 4~8years old
children

I need to use internet, and photoshop for
this.

Design teacher support material

: This table is showing the satisfaction that design 2 got. This
design got all yes for the whole answer for the speciÞcation
questions. Which means this will work the best because it satisfy all the questions and it shows us this design is perfectly Þt
to the target audiences, and it satisfy to my plan too.

Yes/No, Y/N

Design speciÞcation

SpeciÞcation:

17

Secondly, the annotation. I know this is just a design and I
could add more details when I am making, but I think my annotation is too simple. I need to add more annotations in the design so I wonÕt have any mistakes when I am making real design in the photoshop.If there is no more details in the annotation I could forget about it so I think I need to add more annotation for my better design.

These are the most needed improvement that I need fro this design. Firstly I chose the color for the improvement for this design because during the survey there was quite a lot of people
suggest me to add more colors because they think only green
and yellow is too simple and not interesting enough so they
think if I add more colors it will be good. I agree with that so IÕll
Þx that problem.

-Limited range of idea

-Annotation

-Color

During the survey, and when I was drawing the designI found
Two weakness, which means the things that I need to improve
from this design.

Task B4: Development of Design

17
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Fixed design annotation:

Thirdly, My limited range of idea that I think. I think like this because there are only same kinds of designs and there is no new
, and creative design. That’s why I think this is the problem. I
think I need to Þx it quickly, and I need to watch more logo example to Þx this problem too so I wonÕt make this kind of drawbacks next time.
I add the annotation by skitch which is the
application that can add some notes to the
image. I did this work because I can’t do it
again because I don’t have much time now,
and I can’t scan my design again. And for
next time, IÕll work harder in the primary design. I’ll add more annotations, and I’ll draw
more in primary design to make better design quality.

18
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Time Plan:

Task C1: Plan for Manufacture

Criteria C: Creating the
Solution

Section 6

-And Change the type(shape) with click the icon on the top right side.

-Type T with green

-Change the type(shape) with click the icon on the top right side.

-Type H with pink color

-Click text tool

-Use brush tool to follow the line.

-Draw a mouth line with pen tool

-Make dots on the forehead between eyes.

-Make two little white circles inside of eyeballs

-Make eyeballs with black circle

-Make perfect circle to make eyes with white

-make an oval circle with green color

-select circle

-Click shape tool

-Click gradient tool with green and yellow color

-Open photoshop

List all the steps

19

Brief of my plan: My plan starts at November 17th and ends at
december 8th

19
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Design teacher support material

I think my product was easy to make, and I satisÞed with my speciÞcation, that
I wrote It should be easy. And this product is made by really bright color, so I
think this product is successful. Only thing that I think I need to explain is, I
need to explain why does the color of H have changed.

Evaluate on my product:

-Internet(for research)

-Mac book (lap top)

-Mouse

-Photoshop

List all resources

I think it would take quite long because this is my Þrst time that IÕm making some designs with photoshops. And IÕm not sure with making lines.
And there are nothing that can help me with making a perfect line. So I
think I need to work really hard, and IÕll make a professional logo to
show people, to interest children.

State estimate of the time requirement

-Use brush tool if you want to draw some line.

20

This is the Þnal design that I have during creating the logo. I
used a lot of photoshop skills for more professional work. For
example, Gradient tool for back ground I choose two colors for
my back ground and dragged the cursor and make the Yellow
and green color back ground, pen tool for adding the line in the
curve part, as you can see in the mouth part there is a smooth
lined mouth I used pen tool to make a basic line. And brush
tool for making mouth,I draw the line with following the line that
drew by pen tool. And I used text tool for typing ÔHÕ, and ÔTÕ and
I chose color before I type ÔHÕ,ÕTÕ so I could have Pink and
green color, and most importantly I used ellipse tool for making

Final Design:

-When you want to make an Perfect circle you need to press ‘shift’ and draw
the circle.

-When making a colored shape, always choose color Þrst.

Criteria C2: Final product

Describe (explain) important point:Describe steps

20
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The thing that I felt difÞcult was, making a mouth line. Actually, when I
was making the product, it seriously need quite a long time for making it.
I used pen tool to draw a line, but it doesn’t work because it doesn’t stay
their. Finally I changed the mode of the pen tool and I followed to draw a
line with the brush tool. I chose left up side after I click the brush tool. I
chose a dot and I change the Px which is the unit that shows us (explaining to us about) the size of the dot. I changed it to 6 Px and drew the
line. I got this result by trying a lot of trials. I’ve tried 11, 12, 8, 3, 5, 7 and
I found 6 was just perfectly Þt to my design. So this was the hardness
that I get during making my Þnal product.

Hardness that I got during making the Þnal product:

-Text tool for simpliÞed characteristics ÔHÕ and ÔTÕ.

-Brush tool for my logo’s mouth

-Pen tool for making basic line for my mouth

-Gradient tool for background

-Ellipse tool for making basic face and eyes

Summarize for my skills:

face, and eyes.I just draw the oval circle without pressing the
shift, and I pressed shift when I tried to make eyes.

- The plan for my back ground color.

-The color of ÔHÕ

-Plan have changed

Summarize:
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During the Criteria C which is creating logo, There were two major
changes Firstly about the plan. It ends too fast. I Þnished 70% of my
design in the Þrst day of creating logo. Second the color my simpliÞed characteristic ÔHÕ. It supposed to be yellow but I changed to pink
because I think pink was more effective then yellow.

Criteria C3: Changes to the Design and Plan

21
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11/17: Today I made 70% of my design I think.I made the background,face,eyes, and the dots on the turtle’s forehead. It was the much
faster speed then I expected. So I need to change all the plan. And I
need to draw a smile, a smooth smile on the turtle’s face. It’s a hard work
I donÕt know how to do it. I canÕt do it with pen tool I need to Þnd a solution and solve this problem.

Process journal: For my design

Originally the H need to be yellow but I changed it to pink because ItÕs more effective then yellow. It was difÞcult to my
planned design that I had in the Criteria B.

22

11/24: Today I wrote H, and T at the bottom of the turtle face. But I
changed the color of H. I planned to make it yellow but I just make it pink
because I think it’s more impressive. So I need to change the plan and
the design plans that I did before.

11/20: Today I Þnished to make a smile in the logo I made it by brush
tool. And I just need to write H, and T at the lower part of the turtle’s face.

22
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The original plan was much longer then this plan. I didn’t
thought I could make all the background, Face, and Eyes in a
day. Even Mouth took a lot of time, but still it Þnished faster then
original plan. The mouth was real problem that I had when I
was making my logo. I used pen tool for making a basic line for
darker which is more effective line, but It was really hard to
draw the lined mouth with brush tool, with hand to do it. And the
text, It was quite hard for me to change the font and ‘H’, and ‘T’
to get curved so it took a bit of time.

-The plan -(changed plan)

The direction to read the plan

- The image that shows making a mouth, and insert the text
took long time.

23
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Criteria A, and C

Success Criteria that I think:

-I need to use internet, and photoshop for this. V

-My design should interest 4~8years old children V

-I need to have lot of researches and logos example for making this V

-Function of this logo is to help the owner of this brand V

-Function of this logo is to interest children and their parents. V

-I’ll make this size just good to see/just good to put it in any of advertisement place. V

-This product is perfectly safe because it’s just a logo it doesn’t harm any people. V

-The logo is for little, children and their parents. So I need to use cute style with using a cute mouth
line V

-I’ll use turtle to the logo because brand name is ‘happy turtle’. V

-My design must use colors that I chose at criteria A to be appealing to the target audience. V

My speciÞcations (check)

D1:Testing methods

Criteria D:Evaluating

Section 7

Y
Y

This product is perfectly safe because it’s
just a logo it doesn’t harm any people.
I’ll make this size just good to see/just good
to put it in any of advertisement place.

Y

I’ll use turtle to the logo because brand
name is ‘happy turtle’.

Y

Y

My design must use colors that I chose
at criteria A to be appealing to the target
audience.

This logo is for little, children and their
parents. So I need to use cute style

Yes/No, Y/N

ThatÕs the check table that I made before

Design speciÞcation

My Þnal product:

24
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N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

My design must use colors that I chose
at criteria A to be appealing to the target
audience.

I’ll use turtle to the logo because brand
name is ‘happy turtle’.

This logo is for little, children and their
parents. So I need to use cute style

This product is perfectly safe because it’s
just a logo it doesn’t harm any people.

I’ll make this size just good to see/just good
to put it in any of advertisement place.

Function of this logo is to interest children
and their parents.

Function of this logo is to help the owner of
this brand

I need to have lot of researches and logos
example for making this

My design should interest 4~8years old
children

I need to use internet, and photoshop for
this.

Design teacher support material

I changed the answer of the Þrst question. At the Þrst when I
was planning to make a logo, I was trying to make ÔHÕ with yellow but, I changed it to the red pink (or purple). I did this because I if I do yellow, that wonÕt show well. ThatÕs the reason
why I changed it.

Yes/No, Y/N

Design speciÞcation

And I Þxed it.(Fixed)

Improvements: Color need to be more natural
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He answered that my design was not bad. He told me that the
design was quite interesting because of the bright colors. It
make people to concentrate on the logo. However he think
some of the children will interest in the logo and some will not.
ThatÕs because, the back ground color is too bright and it
doesnÕt looks like natural.On the other hand, the collaboration
of the color was good enough. Also he said the mouth line, and
big eyes express the cuteness well enough.

4

Do you think this design have
express cute well?

3

Do you think this design can
interest 4~8 years old young
kids?

4

4

Do you think this design is
interesting?

Do you think this design have a
good collaboration of colors?

Rank:1~5(1 bad~ 5 good)

Questions

Jae hoon Lee:

Survey to peers:

25
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4

1

4
5

Do you think this design is
interesting?

Do you think this design can
interest 4~8 years old young
kids?

Do you think this design have a
good collaboration of colors?

Do you think this design express
cute well?

Design teacher support material

Improvements: Natural colors next time, Better collaboration of colors.

He said the design was interesting because of the bright colors and cute
character that attract people but he don’t think this design could interest
4~8 years old children who, are my clients, and target audiences. He
said it’s because the color of each elements of the product is too bright.
It should be more natural color. However the good thing of the bright colors is, it express energetic mood so it will impress to people’s mind. And
he said the collaboration of the bright colors was good enough. He said
this logo is a good energetic logo and the colors did the 80% of that job.
Also, he answered this logo express cuteness well because of big eyes
and the little white circles in the eyeballs which is the light reßection. It
gives people a impression that the turtle is real.

Rank:1~5(1 bad~ 5 good)

Questions

Jay Hyun Lee

4

3

3

3

Rank:1~5(1 bad~ 5 good)
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Improvements: improve to make people to think interesting. use
more colors, use good colors to make a good collaboration of
colors.

According to he answers to the survey questions, he think the
logo wasn’t that good for interesting 4~8 years old children, and
he don’t think this design is having a good collaboration of colors. He think like this because their is no enough colors which
means I didn’t use much colors, and he said the colors were too
simple.On the other hand, the good thing was the logo have satisÞed the original concept, which is cute. he said the rounded
face, mouth, and the eyes was so cute and attractive.

Do you think this design have
express cute well?

Do you think this design have a
good collaboration of colors?

Do you think this design can
interest 4~8 years old young
kids?

Do you think this design is
interesting?

Questions

Jaehwan Chung
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3.66....

2.3333...

3.66....
4.3333

Do you think this design is
interesting?

Do you think this design can
interest 4~8 years old young
kids?

Do you think this design have a
good collaboration of colors?

Do you think this design have
express cute well?

Design teacher support material

est people not that bad because in average I got 3.66.. score which
means it get over the half. But I still need to improve the design so I
could get better interesting rate next time. I didn’t get bad score for
the question two, which is ‘Do you think this design can interest 4~8
years old young kids?’ I think it’s because of the bright colors that I
used. It was too bright, and didn’t make children to get interest. I
also got 3.66... rating with the collaboration of colors. I think I need
to improve this point by using more natural colors, and more researches about the collaborative colors. And lastly, the most satisÞed result of my survey which is the cuteness rate. In this whole survey cuteness cut the highest rate, and I think I only need some
more researches to improve this point more.

: According to this survey result I can know that my design was inter-

Average

Questions

Result (average) of the survey:

Pink: because I like pink, and cute
It’s ok
Yes

What color do you think is the most
beautiful color in this product?

Do you like this turtle?
Is this look like a turtle?

27

answer

Questions

Visible organizer(table)

This is the screen shot of when I’m asking her about the permission for the asking
questions to her sister.It was 9pm, quite a late time but Luckily, her younger sister
wasn’t fall in sleep. So i could ask her questions.

(evidence that shows I asked the question to my peer & her sister)

I did my product test to my friend’s younger sister who is 5years old who
is just Þt to my target audience age range. I was asking about my product with my friends Skype account, and my friend ask to her sister and
get the answer for it. My peer for helping me is Min Young from 9N class,
and her sister.

D Task 2 : Evidence of product testing
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3.66....

2.3333...

3.66....
4.3333

Do you think this design is
interesting?

Do you think this design can
interest 4~8 years old young
kids?

Do you think this design have a
good collaboration of colors?

Do you think this design have
express cute well?

Design teacher support material

And for my own improvement that I want to make my self,is kind of related to possible improvements that I can make it now. it’s to change the
color of ÔHÕ, and ÔTÕ which is the simpliÞed characteristics of ÔHappy Turtle’. The ‘H’ is ok because of the pink(purple) that I already changed. So I
think I only need to change the color of ‘T’ to make my design more colorful, and I need to change it with the most collaborative color that Þts with
my design.

This is the result of my surveys that I got it from the product testing. According to this table, and the evaluation in the task 1, there are few possible improvements that I can make it now for my design. It’s to change
the background color, add little more white dots in my design’s eyeball,add some blushing to make design cuter, and make colors more colorful.

Average

Questions

{My survey result(survey to my peers)}

D Task 3: Improvements

(color collaboration image)
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I used this image for the color
collaboration my product

Now this is the design that I changed the design with the possible
improvements that I can make it now.I changed the background
color little bit, changed the color of ‘T’ and it looks more fresh and
colorful. Added blushing, and became cuter then before.

(Fixed design)

28
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Pink: because I like pink, and cute
It’s ok: cute mouth, dots on the
forehead shows it’s turtle
Yes

What color do you think is the most
beautiful color in this product?

Do you like this turtle?

Is this look like a turtle?

Design teacher support material

I think I could make my design better to do more researches about the colors
that 4~8years old kids like. For example in this survey my target audience said
she like pink so I could add more pinks to attract the target audience
more.And I would do more researches about what does the kids like, or I could
survey in the Þrst stage of the project, about kids preferences.

Improvement that I could make next time (from target audience survey)

For her answer, in the question one, she answered the pink is
the most beautiful color in this product. It’s because she likes
pink, and pink is cute. Secondly, She answered this turtle was
ok because it has a cute mouth, and Þve dots in the turtleÕs forehead shows this is the turtle character. And she answered this
logo is cute which means it satisfy the concept of the brand
owner and mine.

This is the survey result that shows my survey that I did it to my
peerÕs sister. She was 5years old and the age is just Þr to my
target audience age range which is 4~8years old.

answer

Questions

(survey to target audience)
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The main drawback that I think is, the limited design Ideas.
If their was more researches, and more background information about the design Ideas, I could have better Item with effects and other beneÞcial effects to the product.

Compare my design to the design cycle (poster), I think
there is a problem with my developing Ideas. I could make
some better designs If I did a good job in the developing
Ideas.

(This is the design cycle poster that I made in the Þrst class of this unit.)

Comparing Þnal product with Design cycle:
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6~7

Score(out of 8)

4

Score(out of 8)

Design teacher support material

The score for this section is 4. I give my self this score because I
think my design Ideas was not that good. There were only walking
turtles, and only turtles with head, only two kinds of turtles. It proves
my limited thoughts, and I think I need to improve this points by research more creative designs, and I need to be open minded for the
designs. For sure, I think I need to add the 10 primary designs that I
had. I skipped it because IÕve already chose Þnal four designs by
my-self. That was the problem for the developing Ideas part.

Developing Ideas

I would give me a 6~7 in this section because I really did a lot
of researches for comparing logos together, making my design
brief, analyzing, for my own questions answers, and for my Þnal
product. And actually I get quite a high score for this section.
And it proves how much I worked hard. Not only for that point, I
personally satisfy with this part because my Þnal product has
based on this work so I’m happy with this part. But only one
easy improvement that I suggest for my own, it’s to research
more creative designs. It will improve a lot to my self.

Inquiring&Analyzing

Self test: (Based on design cycle)
6

Score(out of 8)

6~7

Score(out of 8)
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For the last section, I would give myself 6~7. I gave this to myself because I think I did the survey well, with the table which is
visible Þgure. This tables make people to read, and understand
the result easier, also I wrote a explanation below the table to
help reader to get better explanation, and key points of the table. Lastly, I think the Þxed design was good part in this section
too. I think this way because I made an evidence, and visible
changes for my possible improvements. I proved that I can
make the changes now, and It has a big improve. These are the
reason that I gave my self 6~7 in the evaluating section.

Evaluating

I would give me 6 on this section because I think the steps for making the product was kind enough, and I think I’ve explaining the
skills that I used well enough for readers to understand. Also for the
Criteria task C2 I’ve summarized my skills into bullet points, so I
made it simple enough. Finally, for the C3 task, I’ve include my process journal, which is the part that I write the changes that I made
during when I’m making the product. I’ve explain that well, also I’ve
included the images of it, and plan too I changed plan and I include
the image with screenshot.

Creating solutions
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If I give my design to my client who is the owner of the ‘Happy
turtleÕ, The happy turtle brand will be really successful because
I think my logo have satisÞed all the requirements that my client
suggested, and I think IÕve did a good job with color collaboration, and especially I express cuteness a lot. Also, this is my
product that I get from a bunch of peoples who’s my peers and
target audience ETC.. so this is the most exactness product
that came from the exactness informations. So the brand happy
turtle will be the world best kids physical product shop (brand)
on the world. ItÕll be the brands like Nike, Apple, Samsung kind
of the most famous brand on the world. Also the economic rate
will increase a lot and the economic situation of the country will
be better which means the brand will beneÞt on the countryÕs

And I think if I give my design which is my Þnal product to my
client, the client would be happy because I have satisÞed all the
requirements that I need to make for my clients. However I
think I need to Þx more on my design that based on the improvement that I have chose my-self. If I change more on my designs, I bet the client will success on their life.

Actually this design was about the brand owner for ‘Happy turtleÕ and the brand owner require me to reßect fun, playful, and
cuteness because it’s the shop for kids physical products. And
my primary purpose was beneÞting this brand ownerÕs life by
making him a logo to make his brand have a good work.

Task D4: impact analysis

Logos removed for copyright reasons
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and citizens life who live in that country. And it beneÞts a lot to
my clients life if this happens to him/her.
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